
RUSTIC GOLD TRADITIONAL BRINDLE

Thickness                               80mm

Size                              200mm x 100mm   

Pack contents                           296

Pack coverage                        5.92m2

Pack weight                           1070kg

PLASLINE PERMI.8 DIMENSIONS
AND PACK INFORMATION

Thickness                               60mm

Size                              200mm x 100mm   

Pack contents                           360

Pack coverage                        7.20m2

Pack weight                            940kg

PLASPAVE SIXTY PERMI.8 DIMENSIONS
AND PACK INFORMATION

Plaspave Sixty & Plasline Permi.8

CHARCOAL

TRADITIONAL BRINDLE

PLASLINE PERMI.8 is the recognised
environmentally friendly option for any
surface subjected to regular vehicular
traffic. Its minimal chamfers virtually 
eliminates a bumpy ride and minimises
moss growth for easy maintenance.

LAYING PATTERN shown 
is 45° Herringbone.

Plaspave Permi.8 Paving - the PERFECT

WAY to enhance your DRIVEWAY and 

GARDEN with the added bonus of RAINFALL

MANAGEMENT around your home.
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www.plaspave.co.uk  Guidance Notes

MEMBERS OF

ERRORS, OMISSIONS AND CHANGES
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy
of the information provided in this brochure but 
it is published errors and omissions excepted. No
part of the brochure constitutes part of an actual
or implied contract. Plasmor’s Standard Terms and
Conditions apply. Colours, textures, dimensions,
weights are subject to manufacturing tolerances
and the specification and availability of product
ranges and colours may be subject to change
without prior notice.

SORRENTO, AMALFI & GINESTRO TO IDENTIFY THE TOP

With a right hand grip, the forward facing

right hand si  de of the block should have the

spacer-nib 25mm from the front edge. 

If the spacer nib is 50mm from the front

edge then the block is upside down.

It will soon become obvious that the visual 

appeal of the project is improved when all blocks

are correctly laid top

upwards.

For further information contact 

one of the Plasmor Limited 

regional telephone numbers:

EASTERN ENGLAND:

  01977 673221
WESTERN ENGLAND:

  0151 423 1161

or visit our website where you 

can view inspirational homes 

and gardens and contractor 

and stockist details:

TRADE VISITOR

      www.plasmor.co.uk

HOME OWNER:

      www.plaspave.co.uk

Plaspave’s 10 YEAR PRODUCT 

GUARANTEE is your PEACE OF MIND
- full details available on request 
or visit www.plaspave.co.uk
for further information

IMPORTANT READING
FOR PAVING CONTRACTORS 
and DOMESTIC CUSTOMERS

EFFLORESCENCE and DIFFERENTIAL DRYING
Plaspave product ingredient mixes combined with modern, 
sophisticated curing technology contribute to reduce the incidence
of EFFLORESCENCE. However, all concrete products have a tendency to
be subject to efflorescence staining in their early life. This is a naturally
occurring phenomenon which should not be regarded 
as cause for concern. Efflorescence is not detrimental to the 
performance of the pavers and is usually a temporary condition
which tends to disappear with weathering over a period of time.

On occasions, darker patches may be visible on the surface of the
paving blocks. This is due to DIFFERENTIAL DRYING and it will 
disappear over time as the blocks dry out. Differential drying occurs
as a result of the paving blocks being cured at slightly different rates;
they may subsequently dry out at different rates. This is no way
detrimental to the strength, durability or performance of the product.
Plasmor cannot be responsible for this temporary effect. 

CHOOSING A COLOUR
The colours in this brochure are as accurate as reprographic and four
colour printing processes allow. WHEN FINALLY DECIDING ON COLOURS, 
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT CUSTOMERS SEE SAMPLES. One of the positive
benefits of Plaspave is that colours will appear to change very slightly in 
different l  evels of light. You will notice a difference between bright sunlight,
summer and winter light, wet and dry. It should also be noted that while every
effort is made to ensure the consistency of product colour and texture across
batches and between factories some slight variation is possible. 
Please ensure you order all the packs you require so that they can be 
supplied from the same batch. Paving contractors should follow best laying
practice - mixing product on the site from a minimum of three packs. 

FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
All products featured in this brochure are intended for residential
/domestic use either as footpaths, patios or driveway/parking areas for
cars and light vans. The manufacturer cannot be responsible for the loss
of driveway integrity or paver damage resulting from overrun by trade 
vehicles, large vans, trucks, skips and similar heavy traffic. All Plaspave
Concrete Block Paving products are manufactured by companies in the
Plasmor Group under Quality Assurance BS EN ISO 9001:2000 and 
BS EN 1338, including Weathering Resistance Class 2, Abrasion Resistance
Class A3. Plasmor expects the paving contractors and householder to 
inspect packs of product prior to laying and in the unlikely event that
any pack of product reaches you in an unsatisfactory condition, the 
Merchant Retailer should be notified immediately. It is important to
identify any defect that is visually apparent prior to laying as the
manufacturer cannot be responsible for costs of uplifting and relaying.
All products supplied by Plasmor Limited are subject to standard Plasmor
Conditions of Sale which outline the extent of our Manufacturer’s liability. 

LAYING ADVICE
Please ensure you order all the packs you require so that they can be
supplied from the same batch. Paving contractors should follow best
laying practice - mixing product on the site from a minimum of three
packs. Products such as Sorrento, Amalfi and Ginestro are rumbled during
manufacturing and this process may leave a dusty residue on the 
surface of some pavers. This will weather in and be removed over
time by rainfall - alternatively it could be removed more quickly by
the application of a patio cleaner. This unavoidable residue, although 
it may be considered unsightly, will in no way affect the performance
of the paving. Despite being randomly packaged in the pack, it may
not be immediately obvious that Sorrento, Amalfi and Ginestro have
a top and bottom - it is important to lay all blocks top upwards! 
The top face has deeper colours and superior texture. The spacer nibs
are designed to work correctly only when all product is laid "top 
upwards". Please take a moment to fam iliarise yourself with the 
product and observe the positioning of the vertical spacer nibs.
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RED

PLASPAVE SIXTY PERMI.8 block 
paving is designed to complement both
modern and traditional architecture. 
This durable block can be laid quickly,
offering permeability and well proven 
dimensional accuracy.

LAYING PATTERNS shown are 
Rustic Gold and Red in 90° Herringbone,
Traditional Brindle in 45° Herringbone and
Charcoal in Stretcher Bond. 


